Meet Luke Lezhanskyy, ‘20
Redondo Beach, CA
Redondo Union High School, ‘16
llezhanskyy@wesleyan.edu

Why I chose Wesleyan:
Wesleyan is a champion of diversity and inclusivity, and aside from a remarkable atmosphere, sprawling campus life, and stellar professors, the university is a beautiful area with beautiful people.

Outside the Classroom:

Extracurriculars:
Wesleyan Consulting Group

Favorite Activity at Wes:
Attending the concerts of our magnificent and musically diverse A Cappella groups!

Favorite moment at Wes:
Orientation Week!

Favorite movie(s):
Saving Private Ryan
Schindler’s List
Toy Story

Favorite songs:
Love Never Felt So Good
(MJ)
My Country ‘tis of Thee
Amazing Grace

Fun Fact:
I am an avid collector of LEGO Star Wars sets

Academic Interests:
• English
• History
• Psychology
• Sleep

Favorite classes at Wes:
• First Year Seminar class on religion titled “Notions of the Sacred” with Professor Peter Gottschalk
• Arabic with the phenomenal Professor Aissa

Current Classes:
• Theories of Translation
• History and Theory
• Introductory Arabic II
• Adolescence and Emerging Adulthood Psychology
• Applied Data Analysis

Why I want to be a tour guide:
I am excited to showcase what I have come to admire as my second home; to support an institute where anybody can become anyone.